SAFE SMART SECURE
DIY Wireless Home Alarm System
Connected DC Facility Triggered To Deter Intruders When
Alarm Occurs.
SMS Text Alerts & Immediate Calls To Notify Family Members
When Alarm Occurs.
Real-Time Remote Control From Anywhere At Your Fingertips.
Local Control Your Alarm With The Remote Control.
More Wireless & Wired Accessories Expandable.

Onvia Vedo Wireless Alarm Systems is a full-featured home security platform that installs in minutes, and delivers years
of dependable, secure protection. Its advanced wireless technology eliminates the hassle of running wires to detectors
and sensors. This allows for quick and easy installation as well as flexible placement around the house.
Onvia Vedo Wireless Alarm Systems are perfect for the do-it-yourselfer. There are no wires to run, and the system
programming is simple; which is not to say that wireless security systems are less effective or reliable than a hardwired
system.

Wireless Technology

GSM Function

Adopts wireless technology, the wireless alarm can save
tremendous amounts of money and time on system installation.
Without professional training, people can install the wireless
alarm within 30 minutes. Wireless means no wires, no eletrical
leads, wire-stripping and circuit testing. Install the wireless
alarm just need a few screws, now all the wireless sensors
included with batteries and 3M command strips for mount
installation.

After install this alarm system, user can connect it into
telephone line, or get a valid SIM card from GSM service provider. It can setup 5 phone numbers for alarm receiving. When an
alarm occurred, the alarm system can make phone call and
send text message (SMS) to these numbers.

DIY Alarm
Now you can install the alarm system by yourself, no need to
wait the security installer come and sign the monitoring
contract with them. Our cost-effective DIY alarm systems
provides the ultimate security protection for your home and
business. The alarm communicates via radio signals, making it
much easier to install than a hardwired alarm system which
requires wires and drilling holes in house.

SMS + Alarm

ONVIA VEDO S2

Self-monitoring
No monthly contract, self-monitoring your home via your
mobile phone. Now self-monitoring doesn't mean just make
automatic dialers connection, when an alarm rings at your
home. Our new alarm system could send text message (SMS)
to your mobile phone numbers, the test message includes
alarm types, alarm time, zone number information, user can
know the alarm activation reason was a burglary or a fire and
therefore to know exactly which zone was triggered.

Onvia Vedo S2 Smart Control
Support remotely SMS control, easy to install within 30
minutes. Offering free iPhone/iPad and Android APP, control
and configure the system in anywhere with your smart phone.

Backup Battery
You don't have to worry about power outage anymore. This
system comes with a rechargeable battery that can power the
system for up to 48 hour in case of power failure from the DC.

www.onvia.co.kr

PSTN ALARM SYSTEM

VEDO S1
PSTN Wireless Alarm System
Vedo S1 is an PSTN alarm system with telephone line connection; it can protect your house by remote control through your mobile
phone. Streamline design makes it more compact and good-looking, that gets harmony with your house decoration. It is very
suitable for the DIY market with simple operation and easy installation.

FEATURES
-

Totally wireless, DIY Installation.
Touchscreen keypad panel, easy to operate.
Voice prompt guide for all programming.
Contact ID protocol for central monitoring station.
Store 5 groups of phone number and 2 groups of CMS
number.
- LED indication for 6 wireless zone plus 2 emergency zone.
- Entry and Exit delay setup.
- Remotely control system and listen in the site.
- Up to 50pcs wireless sensors and 10 remote controls can be
expanded by auto learning.
- Alarm managment and alarm output for AC electric facility to
deter intruders.
- Tamper protection.

GSM ALARM SYSTEM

VEDO S2
GSM Wireless Alarm System
Vedo S2 is a DIY featured GSM wireless alarm system; you can finish installation within 15 minutes. Just simply insert a SIM card,
by then you will receive SMS and call when someone breaks into your house. You can also download Apps to your smart phone,
through Apps, you can have a better control over this alarm system.

FEATURES
- Cellular communication, easy control.
- Totally wireless, DIY Installation.
- Up to 50pcs sensors & 10 remote controls can be expanded
by auto learning.
- Customized Zone Names to recognize the location.
- 2 wired zone special for smoke/ gas/ vibration/ detector, IR
beams etc.
- Preset 3 groups of SMS Number and 5 groups of Phone
Number to achieve self-monitoring.
- Alarm output enable you to trigger the equipments as light,
TV etc. to deter the intruder immediately.
- Immediate SMS alerts for low battery, power lost and power
recovery.
- Battery back-up last for 48 hours to ensure system working
properly after power lost.
- Internal siren sound or mute for optional.
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